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EXAMPLE OF BOXING GLOVE 
DECONSTRUCTION: HOW I DECONSTRUCT 

AND CREATE GARMENTS FROM BOXING 
GLOVES

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE



DEADSTOCK BOXING GLOVE 
DECONSTRUCTION



I first laid out the dismantled boxing 
glove patches into a style I felt was 
aesthetically pleasing. I played around 
with the gold, black, brown and tanned 
pieces to create a formation that would 
look effective with my collection. The 
distressed and worn out effect that each 
boxing glove patch had was unique due 
to the leather corroding, the slight tears, 
dyed patches due to frequent use where 
the gold colour had faded, to crackles in 
the leather. Each patch was distinctive 
and really brought alive the ‘deadstock’.

Patching the boxing glove patches together 
using pins.



Here I experimented with my pattern 
pieces, to see where the glove pieces 
would lay beneath. By laying the 
pattern pieces in different ways, I 
could see where the different shades 
of gold, black and brown would fall 
beneath. 
Also, I completed two rows of 
stitching to continue the the sporty 
aesthetic. The two rows of stitching 
are found on many boxing 
accessories, as a strength feature to 
hold down the thick fabric but also a 
decorative feature.



Here is my work in progress of the boxing 
corset. I cut the corset pattern panels out of the 
boxing glove patches and sewed them together 
using the leather machine, Teflon foot and 
leather needle to enhance my sewing skill when 
working with this very thick fabric. 
It was very difficult to sew the boxing patches 
together as I had to ensure upkept straight lines 
and went over ridges and bumps well to smooth 
them out well. 
The thickness and durability of the fabric meant 
sewing was quite tough, and naturally there 
were imperfections due to the bulk of the 
material. But I embraced the imperfections and 
raw feel to the stitch marks as I felt it linked 
well to my boxing collection; the rough, 
distorted and imperfect nature of my work. 



Here is my corset developed through the adding of the bust cups and 
binding. I lay planned the bust pieces in the same way I did the side 
panels, and formed a unique merging of the boxing glove patches in 
a way that was flattering to the bust shape. 

I also utilised an old under wire from an old bra, that I 
moulded by bending to create the elongated curve of my 
corset bust cup. Not only was this very effective as it is made 
for the under bust and can easily be shaped, but also fits well 
with the use of deadstock. Being mindful about what 
materials I am using instead of purchasing a new wire, I am 
being sustainable and efficient with the sources at hand. 



Here is more development of the corset. I have added additions of eyelets 
and laces for the purpose of finalising two outfits for my university 
photoshoot and graduate fashion week. But small accessories like these 
can be sourced sustainably, and even through means of deadstock. I know 
this because on my route to sourcing gloves, I contacted local boxing 
gyms in whom also have boxing accessories with lace up features. For 
example, lace up gloves and old boxing wraps that can be utilised to create 
laces etc. 

It is clear to see also how when applying normal 
pattern cutting/ sewing procedures to deadstock, 
it is achievable to gain a professional and 
sophisticated outcome with a clean finish, 
regardless of the age, shape or quality of the 
materials used.



INNOVATIVE DESIGN: 
INTERNATIONAL REAL LEATHER














